Ambient analysis of leachable compounds from single-use bioreactors with desorption electrospray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry.
Trace levels of bis(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl)phosphate (BdtbPP) leaching from single-use bioreactors (SUBs) were recently found to be highly detrimental to mammalian cell growth. The traditional approach to detect the leachable requires time-consuming solvent extraction of SUBs. To assist the qualification of SUBs and/or their manufacturing raw materials in biopharmaceutical development and manufacturing, it is essential to develop a rapid and sensitive analytical approach for detecting this leachable and related compounds, which is described in this study. Native films from several commercially available SUBs were directly examined by desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS) without sample preparation. As a comparison, the same SUBs were also analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)/ultraviolet (UV) following the solvent extraction. With a suitable spray solvent selected in this study, DESI-TOFMS enabled rapid and sensitive detection of leachable compounds directly from SUBs. Accurate mass measurement from TOFMS allowed ready identification of BdtbPP, its parent analog compound, and other polymer components in the SUBs from their protonated surrogates. The relative abundances of BdtbPP in different SUBs measured by DESI-TOFMS exhibited good correlation with those from the traditional extraction-based approach with HPLC/UV. A rapid and sensitive approach was developed for direct detection of BdtbPP and other leachables from SUBs using DESI-TOFMS. The results are in high accordance with those from conventional approaches, which indicates the usefulness of the proposed method as a qualification tool for SUBs in biopharmaceutical development and also its great potential in the analysis of extractables/leachables in a wide variety of materials, process components, devices and containers used in the pharmaceutical industry.